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M.K.Door garage doors will impress you with advanced design,
complete comfort and modern technology, choice and quality
guarantee.
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Door panels are made of two metal sheets that are filled with the
top quality foam insulation to make the door leaf considerably
stable, ensure higher heat resistance and longer lifetime.

Garage doors open vertically upwards and are placed under the ceiling to save space inside
and outside of the garage. This construction allows you to fully use space inside and outside
garage. Sectional garage doors may be installed in any garage thanks to a wide choice of
different lifting mechanisms.

M.K.Door manufactures garage doors using top quality materials. The quality of the door
con-struction and safety has been tested by the Swedish National control and research
institute. The doors comply with the requirements of the European Standard 13241-1.
safety equipment

The doors are produced in compliance with
the CE requirements to prevent the door from
slamming closed on fingers or dropping if the
rope or the spring fails.

Torsion spring device prevents doors from
failing after torsion spring crack.

Cable break device prevents door
from failing in case of cable rupture.

Good reasons to try M.K.Door garage doors.
RIPO design
line panels

Traditional
panels

1. Perfectly shaped sections for elegant appear1

2. Invisible section transitions.
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3. Exact, consistent spacing of sections.
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RIPO design line panels

traditional panels

4. Finger pinch protection.

5. New technology to ensure strong attachment
of the hinge to the panel.

6. Anodized panel bottom profile as a design element with corrosion protection.

Over 20 years of continuous experience
available in the following colours:
WHITE

GOLDEN OAK

BROWN
BRŪNS

DARK OAK

SILVER

COFFEE OAK

ANTRACĪTS
ANTHRACITE

PANELS CAN BE PAINTED ANY SHADE OF COLOUR

garage door accessories

window

fully glazed section

stainless steel deco glazing

cylinder lock

cylinder lock

handle

handle

cylinder lock combination
with Handle

ventilation grill

wicket door

slide bolt

M.K. International offers installation, warranty service and maintenance of the doors.

garage door openers
Comfort 360, 370 and 380 - our highlight in white.

For very special requirements. The patented blueline technology reduces energy
consumption to a minimum, while the innovative speed function moves the door
at high speed. Modern LED lighting makes for maximum brightness in the garage.
Travel speed – Comfort 370 – max. 235 mm/s; Comfort 360 - 220 max. mm/s;
Comfort 380 - 180 max. mm/s.
Power consumption in stand-by – 0.6W.

Comfort 200 series - leaves nothing to be desired
Our Comfort 260, 270 and 280 garage door openers are real classics. Now in their fifth
generation, they still continue to impress with their door-friendly control, and their resulting
long life and energy efficiency. Classic lighting has now been superseded by modern
LED technology.
Travel speed – 160m/s
Power consumption in stand-by – 4W.

Photocells - are an additional way of
securing garage doors. Ideally protect
from collision damage. Recommendable
for families with children.

Radio hand transmitters

Back Up Battery

gates

Sliding gates with operator

Universal receiver

Offering different functions, In case of power supply failure Allows to control other
such as for controlling several allows to open/close garage devices like lighting and
door approximately 5-7 times. other-brand openers.
doors and gates with one
hand transmitter.

Swing gates with operator

ENTRANCE GATES
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